There's a better way to pay

Virtual card benefits
- Automated payment process
- Automated reconciliation
- Better data
- Lower risk

Virtual card hassles
- 22 Currencies
- 100 Countries
- 1 Solution across all virtual card programs
- 99.95% Transactions automatically matched

We automate deployment and reconciliation of virtual cards

Virtual Payment Automation

Enhance your corporate card program value with Virtual Payment Automation

You get all the benefits of virtual cards with none of the hassles

So, how does it work?

Automated payment process
- Prepaid and guaranteed hotel reservations
- Automated matching and reconciliation
- Better data
- Rich transaction data
- Separated process for each issuing bank

Automated reconciliation
- Process and presented bookkeeping
- Virtual card benefits
- Prepaid and guaranteed hotel reservations
- Enhanced recovery

Better data
- Personal identity information protection
- Specific credit limits
- Date range restrictions
- Merchant category controls
- Payment security
- Rich transaction data
- Separate process for each issuing bank

Lower risk
- Prepaid and guaranteed hotel reservations
- Automated matching and reconciliation
- Better data
- Rich transaction data
- Separated process for each issuing bank

Until now, virtual cards haven’t been great alternatives to traditional forms of payment because process costs could outweigh all the benefits

Virtual card
- $150-250 annual cost for each traveler and organization
- Traveler books any hotel; chooses central payment system
- Deploys virtual card from your preferred bank into the booking
- Approved charges billed to virtual card; traveler pays other charges
- Virtual card guarantees booking; details and picture of card faxed to hotel
- Hotel booking kept in system
- Banks send card charges
- Enrich matched payments with matching
- Reconcile booking with payment
- Automatic follow-up on missing invoices
- Hotels send paper invoice and/or e-feed
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